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Variable wavelength interferometry
IV. An alternative approach to the fringe-field method*

M aksym ilian  Pluta

Central Optical Laboratory, ul. Kamionkowska 18, 03-805 Warszawa, Poland.

The variable wavelength interferometry (VAWI), presented previously, depended on the varying 
wavelength ( A )  of monochromatic light and on selection of such particular wavelengths A 1; A 2 , 
A 3 , . .. for which interference fringes, displaced by an object under study, were coincident or 
anticoincident with undisplaced (reference) fringes. Now, a relatively long distance d is selected 
between two pointer lines in the fringe interference field, the zero-order fringe of the empty 
interference field is adjusted to the coincidence with one pointer line, and the displaced fringes 
of high orders m = mx, m2 = m 1 +  1, m3 = ml + 2, ... are successively led to the coincidences 
with the other pointer line when the wavelength of monochromatic light is varied from 
A =  A j  to A 2 , A 3 , . .. . The interference order is referred to as the initial (or introductory) 
order which should be selected as high as possible (e.g., =  10 or even more). For this reason,
this new approach to the fringe-field VAWI method can be classified into high-order inter
ferometric techniques.

1. Introduction

The original variable wavelength interferometry (VAWI), presented in previous 
papers [1-3], is especially suitable for the study of objects which produce relatively 
significant optical path differences S, say, greater than 32 (2 is the wavelength of 
light). For <5 smaller than 3A, the VAWI method suffers from some drawbacks and 
must be modified. The modification is the purpose of this paper, which should be 
treated as an alternative version of the original fringe-field VAWI techniques for 
both transmitted [1] and reflected [3] light. This new version will be marked by 
the acronym VAWI-2.

The VAWI-2 technique also uses monochromatic light with continuously 
variable wavelenght, but it is based on another form of fringe coincidence. For this 
operation a gauging graticule consisting of two pointer lines (or other marks) has 
now been employed. The zero-order fringe of the empty interference field is 
adjusted so as to coincide with one pointer line, and the high-order fringes 
displaced by an object under study are consecutively led to coincidences with the 
other pointer line, when the wavelength of monochromatic light is continuously

* This work has been presented at the VII Czechoslovakian-Polish Optical Conference, Palkovice 
(Czechoslovakia), September 8-12, 1986.
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varied within the visible spectrum. The distance (d) between the pointer lines 
should be selected as long as possible. If, however, optical path differences <5, to be 
measured, are several times greater than X, say, <5 ^  10 X, the distance d must be 
reduced to zero, and in this case the VAWI-2 technique takes a form of the 
original VAWI method.

The VAWI-2 technique is especially suitable for measuring very thin objects 
which produce small optical path differences. This ability will be demonstrated 
here and illustrated by measuring examples.

2. Principle

Let us assume that a fringe interference field is produced by superposition of 
two plane wavefronts I x and I 2 (Fig. 1) inclined to each other at the angle e. 
The empty interference field, i.e., the interference pattern not perturbed by the

a) X-X·)

Fig. 1. Principle of VAWI-2 method applied to empty interference field
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object under study, is then covered by equally spaced straight-line fringes 
. . . / _ 3, 7_2, / - i ,  70, 7+i, 7+2, 7+3,... It is well known that the interfringe 
spacing b varies with light wavelength A. The variation manifests itself as the 
movement of the interference fringes toward the zero-order fringe 70 when A 
becomes shorter and shorter, and, vice versa, the fringes move from 70 when A 
becomes longer and longer. The zero-order fringe occurs along a line where the 
wavefronts Z x and E2 intersect; here the optical path difference A betwen Ex and 
1 2 is equal to zero. The fringes of the first, second, third, and higher orders occur 
for A — ±A, + 2A, ±3A, ... . These fringes are either bright or dark; the latter are 
supposed here as produced by polarization interferometers with crossed polars. 
The zero-order fringe of the empty interference field is readily identifiable in white 
light as an achromatic one while the others are coloured.

Let us select a distance d measured from the zero-order fringe 70 to high-order 
fringes through several interfringe spacings b. This distance is marked by two 
pointer lines L x and L2. One of these lines L x is brought into coincidence with the 
centre of the zero-order fringe 70, while the successive high-order fringes are 
brought into coincidence with the other pointer line L2, when the wavelength of 
monochromatic light is varied. The start from the longest red wavelengths permits 
us to select such a first clearly visible red wavelength Ax for which one of the high- 
order fringes becomes coincident with the pointer line L2 (Fig. la). The distance d 
is now covered by mx interfringe spacings bx, i.e.

d = ml bi (1)

where mx is referred to as the initial (or introductory) interference order.
From the geometry of Fig. la it follows that the optical path difference 

between the wavefronts Ex and Z 2 at the pointer line L2 is given by

At =2dtan^-. (2)

Usually, the angle ex is very small, thus tan {ex/2) »  ex/2 and -  since d = mxbx 
and bx = Xx/ex — then Eq. (2) can be rewritten as

A i = dex = mxXx. (3)

Next, let the wavelength of light be continuously varied from Xx to A2 for 
which the pointer line L2 becomes coincident with a fringe whose interference 
order is higher by 1 with respect to mx (Fig. lb). By analogy with Eq. (3), this 
coincidence (i.e., the second one) may be expressed as

A2 = ds2 = K  + 1)A2. (4)

Varying the light wavelength through the entire visible spectrum makes it 
possible to coincide the pointer line L 2 with fringes of integer order higher than 
mx + 1. Consequently, Eq. (4) may be rewritten in a more general form

A2 =de2 = {mx+q2)X2 (5)
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where q2 is a number which expresses the increment of the current interference 
order m with respect to ml when the light wavelength is changed from kx to 
A2, i.e., m = ml +q2.

In general, the initial wavelength kx can be selected arbitrarily, and light 
wavelength can be varied towards both long- and short-wavelength regions of the 
spectrum. If k2 is shorter than klt the increment q2 is positive {q2 > 0), and, vice 
versa, this quantity is negative (q2 < 0) when k2 is longer than kx. Normally, the 
increment q2 is selected to be equal to 1, 2, 3, ..., but sometimes it is also useful 
to select q2 = 0.5, 1.5, 2 .5 ,.... In the latter instance the pointer line L2 is 
anticoincident with dark fringes but coincident with bright fringes (Fig. 2). In 
short, this situation will be called the anticoincidence.

Q

Li L2
q2 -0 .5 ,15 , 2 5 ,...

Fig. 2. Coincident (a) and anticoincident (b) positions of interference fringes 
with respect to pointer line L2

From Eqs. (3) and (5) it follows that

where

<he21 At — k2
(6)

Here ex refers to the wavelength k^ and s2 to k2. The coefficient e21 expresses the 
spectral dispersion of the angle between the interfering wavefronts and I 2 (see 
Fig. 1).

Since the interfringe spacing b can be expressed as b = k/e, Eqs. (3) and (5) may 
also be written as

Ai =del =

A2 =de2 =(m1 +q2)e2b2.

(8)
(9)
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From these equations it follows that

(10)

The above formula is more suitable for analysing the empty interference field than 
that given by Eq. (6).

If the distance d between the pointer lines L x and L2 is sufficiently long, 
say, d = 10bx, the increment q2 is several times greater than unity within the 
visible spectrum, and Eq. (5) or (9) may be developed into several equations with 
the increments q2 =0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, . . . .  We can therefore write a family of 
equations as follows:

Ax — dex = mx Xx = mx ex bx, (Ha)

These equations express the optical path differences Ax, A2, A3, ... between the 
interfering wavefronts I x and I 2 at the pointer line L 2 for the wavelengths Xx, X2, 
X3, ... . Any combination of two Eqs. (11) gives a formula similar to Eq. (10) from 
which the initial or current interference order, mx or m = mx+q2, can be 
calculated if it cannot be readily identified by visual observation.

Let us now assume that one of the interfering wavefronts, e.g., Xx (Fig. 3a) 
traverses a plate-like transparent object of thickness t and refractive index n. The 
object retards the wavefront phase by (p = Ind/X, where S = {n' — n)t and ri is the 
refractive index of the surrounding medium. The optical path difference between 
the wavefronts I x and I 2 is now modified, and may be expressed as A' = A + 6, 
where A is that observed in the empty interference field. The modification of the 
interference field manifests itself as a displacement of fringes ... /'_3, /'_2, / '- 1 , I'0, 
/'+1, /'+ 2, /'+ 3, ... and, in general, the pointer line L 2 is no longer coincident with 
any interference fringe. However, the coincidence can be restored by varying the 
light wavelength, and a particular wavelength Xx can be selected to produce the 
initial coincidence as shown in Fig. 3b. The interferometric situation at the pointer 
line L 2 may be expressed as

A\ = AX+ 6X = Ax+t{rix- n x) = mx Xx. (12)

It is selfevident that Ax and mx are now other than for the empty interference field 
discussed previously.

If the light wavelength is still varied within the visible spectrum, we can select

A 2 = de2 = {mx + 0.5) X2 = {mx 4- 0.5) e2 b2, 

A3 =de3 ={m1 + l)X3 =(m 1 + l)e3h3,

A4, = de4 = (mx 1.5)X4 — (mx +1.5)e4 bA, 

A5 = des = (mx+ 2)X5 -  {mx + 2)e5 b5,

(lib)

(11c)

(lid)

(lie)
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a) A

c) ■̂* ̂ 2 ̂
L1 1-2

Fig. 3. Principle of VAWI-2 method applied to interference fringes displaced by an object under study

the second particular wavelength A2 for which the pointer line L 2 becomes 
coincident with a fringe whose interference order is equal to ml + 1 (Fig. 3c). By 
analogy with Eq. (12), this situation at the pointer line L 2 may be described as 
follows:

A'2 = A2 + S2 = A2 + t(n2 — n2) =  (mi + 1)A2. (13)

If the distance d between the pointer lines L l and L 2 is sufficiently long or <5 is 
much greater than A, the number of coincidences and/or anticoincidences of the 
pointer line L2 with the consecutive interference fringes may be much higher than 
two. Equation (13) may therefore be rewritten in a more general form

A '2 = A2-j- 6 2 = A 2 + t (n2 — n2) — (Wj + q2) k2. (14)

From Eqs. (12) and (14) it follows that

A2 N21 Ax —A2 

^  21 Aj k2 N2lkl — A2= q 2 (15)
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where

(16)

Since Ax = dex, A2 = de2, Xi = bx ex and k2 = ^2 e2 > we can rewrite Eq. (15) in the 
form

The coefficient N 21 characterizes the objects under study and their surrounding 
medium. If the object is surrounded by air, N 2l is slightly higher than unity. On 
the other hand, the coefficient e12 characterizes the interferometric system. 
Normally, this quantity is equal to unity (when e (A) = const) or is slightly smaller 
than unity. Consequently, the term N 2le 12 may be assumed to be practically equal 
to unity, and frequently we can calculate the initial interference order mx from the 
formula

However, a result obtained from this formula should be taken as the nearest 
integer. If, for instance, Eq. (19) gives mx = 12.2 or 11.9, the true initial interference 
order m1 is equal to 12.

It is worthwhile to note that Eq. (19) is similar to Eq. (10); but Eq. (10) is an 
exact formula for the empty interference field, whereas Eq. (19) is an 
approximation for the interference image of the object under study. This 
approximation applies to many transparent objects whose mean dispersion n¥ -  nc 
is not higher than 0.03, especially when the object is very thin and surrounded by 
air medium.

We also have, analogously to Eqs. (11), a family of equations 

A\ = t{n\ - n x) = mx kx = mt £j bx, (20a)

A 2 = t (ri2 -  n2) = (mx + 0.5) X2 =  (mx + 0.5) e2b2, (20b)

A'3 = t (n’3 — n3) = (ml +1) X3 =  (/*»! + l)e3h3, (20c)

A\ = i « - n 4) = (m1 +1.5) X4 = (m1 + l.5)e4 b4, (20d)

As = t(n'5- n 5) =(ml + 1 )X5 ={mi +5)es b5, (20e)

(17)

where

(18)

(19)
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which express the optical path differences A\, d 2, d 3, ... between the interfering 
wavefronts I x and I 2 at the pointer line L2 for the wavelengths kit k2, k3, ... 
(Fig. 3). It is selfevident that ku k2, k3, ... and related quantities (m^ bx, b2, b3, ... 
and eit e2, e3, ...) are now different from those in Eq. (11). Any combination of 
two Eqs. (20) gives a formula similar to Eqs. (17) or (19) from which the initial (wj) 
or current (m1+ q 2) order can be calculated if cannot be identified readily by 
visual observation.

We can distinguish two basic steps in the VAWI-2 procedure that lead to the 
determination of the desired quantity, which is the optical path difference S 
introduced by an object under study to the interference field. Other quantities, like 
thickness t and/or refractive index n, can be derived from 6.

The first step is the measurement of the interfringe spacings bx, b 2, b 3, ... for a 
number of consecutive interference orders m = mx+q2 and then to plotting the 
graphs b(m). One graph is made for the empty interference field and the other for 
the interference image of the object under study. A result of this operation is 
shown in Fig. 4 where m, is assumed to be 10 for the empty interference field

Fig. 4. Determination of the 
optical path difference <5 
produced by an object under 
study

(graph /) and 11 for the object (graph /')· In other words, graphs /  and / ' express 
the relative optical path differences A/k and A'/k versus the interfringe spacing b\ it 
is selfevident that A/k = m and A'/k = m. Since the interfringe spacing b is strictly 
defined by the wavelength k, the graphs I and / ' express automatically the optical 
path differences A and A' versus the light wavelength k.

The second step is the determining of the optical path difference b introduced 
by the object under study. This operation is simply defined by the relation

S = A' — A = kAm, (21)
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where Am is the difference of the interference orders for any light wavelength as 
shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, dm is the horizontal distance between graphs /  
and

Note that the first step is performed for the integer interference orders m — mi 
+ q2 (high-order interference fringes are brought into coincidence with the pointer 
line L 2 as shown in Fig. 2a), or for the half interference orders (high-order fringes 
are brought into anticoincidence with the pointer line L 2 as shown in Fig. 2b). In 
the first instance the increment q2 = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., while in the second q2 = 0.5, 
1.5, 2 .5 ,.... By contrast, the second step makes it possible to determine the 
fractional interference orders, e.g., Am = 0.815, 0.823, 0.832, 0.843, ... for different, 
shorter and shorter wavelengths k. The difference Am may be an integer number 
only for some particular situations where S exceeds the light wavelength k. In 
order to determine Am precisely, the graphs /  and / ' should be performed in a 
suitable (large) scale.

The above discussion deals with the transmitted-light VAWI-2 technique, but 
it also applies to reflected-light interferometry, except that some alterations should 
be brought into Eqs. (12H15), (17) and (20). These alterations result from phase 
jumps on reflection (see [3]). Fortunately, the same approximative formula (19) 
can be used for determining the initial interference order mx. In effect, the same 
procedure applies to both transmitted-light and reflected-light VAWI-2 techniques.

3. Practical implementation

In general, the reflected-light and transmitted-light VAWI-2 techniques are similar 
to the original VAWI method. They are especially suitable for the Biolar PI 
double-refracting microinterferometer described earlier (see Fig. 7 in [1] and Fig. 
in [3]). One of the most important advantages of this instrument is that it enables 
the measurement of the wavelength of monochromatic light in real time, as 
required by the VAWI and VAWI-2 methods, since there exists a rigorous and 
well defined relation between the interfringe spacing b and the wavelength k of 
light entering the interference optical system. The relation between b and k is 
nearly linear (see Fig. 8 in [1]), and the graph b(k) is considered as the basic 
calibration plot.

The Biolar PI microinterferometer is provided with an eyepiece graticule 
incorporating many parallel lines among which two suitably separated pointer 
lines L x and L2 (see Figs. 1-3) can be selected and used for the VAWI-2 
procedure.

A wedge interference filter is used for continuous variation of the wavelength of 
light entering the optical system. A halogen lamp (12V/100W) is employed as a 
source of the filtered white light. The local peak wavelengths of the wedge 
interference filter, i.e., the wavelengths k it k2, k3, ... which produce coincidences 
and/or anticoincidences (see Fig. 2) of high-order fringes with the pointer line L2, 
are determined simply by measuring the distances b 1( b2, b3, ... between
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interference fringes produced by each of the wavelengths mentioned above. The 
measurement of these distances is carried out by means of a micrometer screw 
associated with the transverse movement of the Wollaston prism installed in the 
interferometric head of the Biolar PI microinterferometer. The prism movement is 
accompanied with the lateral translation of interference fringes (I and /', Figs. 1 
and 2) observed in the image plane. The eyepiece graticule incorporates a central 
pointer line on which the centres of the interference fringes are guided. It is 
recommended to measure a multiple interfringe spacing, e.g., the distance between 
interference fringes of plus and minus ten orders rather than a single interfringe 
spacing; thus more accurate values of this spacing is obtained. When the 
interfringe spacings bx, b2, b3, ... are determined, the wavelengths of interest Xx, 
A2, A3, ... are read out from the calibration graph b(X). When one of the particular 
interfringe spacings bx, b2, b3, ... is measured, the Wollaston prism must be 
carefully readjusted to its zero position, defined by the coincidence of the pointer 
line L x (see Fig. 1) with the zero-order fringe of the empty interference field.

It is worthwhile to note that the Biolar PI microinterferometer is standardly 
equipped with a binocular tube; however, a monocular tube is more suitable for 
very precise visual measurements.

The angle of tilt (e) of the wavefronts Z x and Z 2 (see Figs. 1 and 3) produced 
by a typical Wollaston prism (see [4]) is given by

r = 2(ne — n„)tan a = 2B tan a, (22)

where a is the apex angle of the prism, B = ne — nQ is the birefringence, and ne, nQ 
are the refractive indices (extraordinary and ordinary) of a material of which the 
Wollaston prism is made. The coefficient e12 (see Eq. (18)) can now be expressed as

=  <23>B 2
and Eq. (17) takes the form

b2 , N21B12- 1
N 2\ B x2bl —b2 N2xBl 2bx — b2

(24)

This equation applies to the Biolar PI microinterferometer.
Let the difference Xx — X2 between the light wavelengths be as large as possible 

within the visible spectrum. We take, for instance, Xx = Xq = 656.3 nm and X2 — AF 
= 486.1 nm. The Biolar PI microinterferometer incorporates typical or modified 
Wollaston prisms made of quartz crystal. Birefringence Bc and BF of this material 
is equal to 0.00902 and 0.00929, respectively [5]. Consequently, BX2 
= 0.00902/0.00929 = 0.971. On the other hand, the dispersion coefficient NFC of 
many substances transparent in visible spectrum is equal to 1.02-1.04 (compare 
Table 1 in [1]). Consequently, the term N 2XBX2 in Eq. (24) is equal to 0.99-1.01,
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and for N 2l = 1.03 the term N 2l B l2 = 0.9991 ^  1. We can therefore ignore the 
second term in Eq. (24) and accept Eq. (19) for determining the initial interference 
order Such a situation is very useful for the Biolar PI microinterferometers 
and other polarization interferometers which use double-refracting elements made 
of quartz crystal.

Moreover, the Biolar PI microinterferometer produces two laterally sheared 
images (/\ and I2) of an object under study. If the object is isotropic, its 
interference images I\ and I 2 are equivalent but they displace the interference 
fringes in the opposite direction (compare Figs. 5, 8 and 12). Certainly, both 
images can be used for measuring the optical path difference S produced by the 
object. Returning to Fig. 4, we can construct two graphs I\ and I '2 instead of a 
single graph /'. The graphs I\ and I '2 will run symmetrically with respect to the 
graph I which characterizes the empty interference field (compare Figs. 6, 9, 10 
and 13). This situation makes it*possible to determine the interference order 
difference 2Am instead of Am. Certainly, the quantity 2Am is measured between 
graphs I\ and V2 and for the economy of time we can ignore graph /. It is 
selfevident that Am will be determined more accurately if we measure the quantity 
2Am. Consequently, more accurate values result from Eq. (21) for the optical path 
difference S.

4. Exemplary measurements

In order to illustrate practically the performance of the VAWI-2 method, 
microinterferometric measurements have been performed on some thin films and 
layers deposited on glass substrates. As it is a usual case in microinterferometry, 
the object to be studied should have an edge or a groove on which the 
displacement of interference fringes is observed. A steep edge is especially required 
for wavefront shear interferometers, among which there is the Biolar PI 
microinterferometer described above.

4.1. Vacuum evaporated thin film

Thin film stripes of silicon oxides (SiOx) were vacuum evaporated on a glass slide 
through a mask, and the film thickness t was measured then by using the reflected- 
light VAWI technique described earlier in [3]. The obtained result was t = 1.8019 pm. 
However, the refractive index dispersion n(X) could not be measured effectively by 
using the transmitted-light VAWI technique since only one fringe coincidence 
occurred over the visible spectrum for = 589 nm (Fig. 5). This limitation was 
overcome by using the transmitted-light VAWI-2 technique. The distance d 
between the pointer lines L x and L2 was selected to be equal to 10^ for 
= 672.5 nm. The results are listed in Table 1 and explained by graphs in Figs. 6 
and 7.

ł -  Optica Applicata XVI (4) 86
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Fig. 5. Microinterferogram of a SiOx film strip. /  -  empty interference field (reference fringes), I\ and 
/'2 -  interference fringes displaced by the strip. Print magnification PM =  330 x

Fig. 6. Transmitted-light VAWI-2 technique; measurement of the refractive index dispersion n(2) of a 
SiO, film of thickness t =  1.8019 pm. /  — graph for empty interference field (see Fig. 5), / ,  and l \  -  
graphs for the 1st and 2nd interference images of the film strip on which the measurement was 
performed
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Fig. 7. Result of measure 
ment of the refractive inde
dispersion n(x) of the SiO 
film strip shown in Fig. 5

4.2. Photoresist film

A uniform film of photoresist (AZ1350) was standardly deposited on a glass slide, 
and then a groove was made on the film by means of a resor-blade. The 
interference image of this specimen is shown in Fig. 8. The photoresist film was so 
thin that its thickness could not be measured by using the reflected-light VAWI 
technique; no fringe coincidence occurred over the visible spectrum. The reflected- 
light VAWI-2 technique was therefore used. The pointer lines L t and L 2 were 
separated from each other by the distance d = 10bx in red light of wavelength 
= 663.0 nm. The results of measurement are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 9.

The same region of the photoresist film was measured by using the transmitted- 
light VAWI-2 technique which permitted accurate determination of the refractive 
index dispersion «(2) of the film. The results are listed in Table 3 and explained by 
graphs in Figs. 10 and 11.

Fig. 8. Microinterferogram of a photoresist film (AZ1350) with a groove penetrating the film down to a 
glass substrate. /, / i, and I'2 as in Fig. 5 (PM =  170 x)
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Fig. 9. Reflected-light VAWI-2 technique; thickness measurement of the photoresist film whose 
interference pattern is shown in Fig. 8. /, , and /'2 as in Fig. 6

Fig. 10. Transmitted-light VAWI technique; measurement of the refractive index dispersion n(X) of the 
photoresist film whose interference pattern is shown in Fig. 8. / ,  and /'2 as in Fig. 6
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Fig. 11. Result of measurement of the refractive index dispersion n(A) of the AZ1350 photoresist film 
whose interference pattern is showm in Fig. 8

It is well known that the measurement of the refractive index dispersion n(X) of 
thin films is a serious problem within the scope of typical interferometric or 
microinterferometric procedures known to date. This problem is indeed reduced by 
the VAWI-2 technique used in both transmitted and reflected light.

4.3. Layer of photographic emulsion

This relatively thick layer (Fig. 12) was selected to compare the VAWI and 
VAWI-2 techniques. The layer thickness t was measured by using only the 
reflected-light VAWI technique since the VAWI-2 technique was not suitable for 
this purpose. The result is given in Table 4. The thickness t = 6.297 pm refers,

Fig. 12. Microinterferogram (taken in white light) of a Holotest 10E56 emulsion with a groove 
penetrating the emulsion layer down to the glass substrate. I, l \ ,  and l 2 as in Fig. 5 (PM =  150x)
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T a b le  4. Results of the measurement of the thickness (f) of photosensitive emulsion of a Holotest 
10E56 plate (Agfa-Gevaert) by using the reflected-light VAWI technique

42 0 1 2 3 4 5
h[pm ] 114.825 108.625 102.800 98.150 93.075 88.950
A[nm] 663.5 630.0 598.5 573.5 547.0 524.5

— 18.81 18.41 19.12 18.78 18.87
— — 18.00 19.30 18.77 18.88
— — — 20.94 19.24 19.26
_ — — — 17.64 18.41

The mean value mx =  18.92, so the initial interference order mx =  19
19.31

m = mx + q 2 19 20 21 22 23 24
S = ml· [ uml 12.6065 12.6000 12.5685 12.6170 12.5810 12.5880
t =  <5/2 [pm] 6.3033 6.3000 6.2843 

by averaging, t =  6.297
6.3085

pm
6.2905 6.2940

however, to a given region of the specimen since the layer thickness was not 
uniform over the photographic (holographic) plate (Agfa-Gevaert Holotest 10E56 
plate). For instance, the thickness of emulsion was equal to 6.608 pm in other 
region of the plate.

On the other hand, this specimen was suitable for both techniques in 
transmitted light. The results of measurement of the optical path difference S =(n 
— l)f and refractive index n are listed in Tables 5 and 6, and graphically compared 
in Figs. 13-15. As it can be seen, the VAWI and VAWI-2 techniques give the

Fig. 13. Transmitted-light VAWI and VAWI-2 techniques applied to the measurement of the refractive 
index dispersion »(/.) of the Holotest 10E56 emulsion whose interference pattern is shown in Fig. 12
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T a b le  6. Results of the measurement of the refractive index dispersion n(A) of the 
photosensitive emulsion of a Holotest 10E56 plate of thickness t =  6.297 (see Table 4) by using 
the transmitted-light VAWI method

<h 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
b[pm ] 228.77 211.2 196.05 186.68 173.13 162.92 153.83
ATnml 659.0 611.5 571.5 538.5 510.5 485.0 460.0
mi 6.44 6.53 6.70 6.88 6.95 6.93

The initial interference order cannot be higher than 6, so mt =  6
m =  mi + q 2 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9
d — mk [pm] 3.9540 3.9748 4.0005 4.0388 4.0840 4.1225 4.140
n =  l+<5/t 1.628 1.631 1.635 1.641 1.649 1.655 1.658

Fig. 14. Result of the optical path difference 
measurement of the Holotest 10E56 
emulsion layer whose interference pattern is 
shown in Fig. 12; comparison between the 
VAWI and VAWI-2 techniques operating 
in transmitted-light

Fig. 15. Refractive index dispersion curve n(A) obtained for the Holotest 10E56 emulsion; comparison 
between the transmitted-light VAWI and VAWI-2 techniques
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same final results for the spectral dispersion of the optical path difference S and 
refractive index n. The obtained values for n were additionally confirmed by using 
the immersion matching method. High-dispersion liquids, available from the 
Cargille Laboratories (USA), were used to fill a groove in the emulsion layer with 
immersion medium. The liquid whose refractive index nD = 1.635 at 25° C 
appeared to be the best matching one. The immersion matching method applied to 
this kind of optically poor specimens gave the results which agree, within the limit 
of accuracy, with microinterferometric data presented in Fig. 15.

5. Conclusions

The VAWI-2 method can be treated as a complementary procedure to the original 
VAWI method described earlier [1, 3]. The transmitted-light and reflected-light 
VAWI-2 techniques are suitable for measuring relatively thin objects which 
produce optical path differences (<5) smaller than, say, 3/. On the other hand, the 
VAWI techniques function is satisfactorily when the objects to be studied are 
relatively thick and produce 6 higher than, say, 5/„. For intermediate <5, the 
usefulness of the two methods is alike.

However, the VAWI-2 method is more time-consuming than the VAWI 
method. After all, both methods require rather a personal computer if they are 
recommended for routine practice. Nevertheless, the analysis of interference 
patterns is quite simple and extremely convenient for fully automatic processing.

The VAWI method requires that the reference interference fringes (empty 
interference field) and the fringes displaced by the object under study be 
simultaneously present in the field of view of the interferometer as shown in Figs. 
5, 8 or 12. This requirement is not necessary if the VAWI-2 method is used; the 
reference fringes (/) and the fringes (/') displaced by the measured object can be 
displayed alternatively. This advantage of the VAWI-2 method is especially useful 
for testing birefringent phase-retarding plates, and will be discussed in a separate 
paper.
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H H T ep$epoM eT piisi c  n.iaBHO nepeMeHHOH m h h o h  b o jih m .
IV. AjibTepHaTHBHbiH n o n x o ; i  k ivieTo/jy n o j io c a r o r o  n o jin

PaHbUie OnHCaHHblH HHTep<J)epeHUHOHHbIH MCTOA OCHOBaH Ha nJiaBHOH H3MeHe AAHHbl BOJIHbl MOHO- 
xpoMaTHHecKoro cBeTa h Ha noA6ope TaKHx oco6wx aahh bojihu Ar  A ,, X v . . .  ajir KOTopwx 
HHTepcJ)epeHUHOHHbie noaocbi cABHHyTbie wccaeayeMbiM oGbexTOM Haxo;iaTc« b coBna.teiiHM jih6o b 
aHTHCOBnaACHHH c HecABHHyTbiMH (pe4>epeHTHbiMH) nojiocaMH. B pa6oTe npHMeHeHbi ape HHAHica- 
TOpHbie JIHHHH, JieacaillHe B OTHOCHTeAbHO 60AbIH0M paCCTORHHH no CpaBHeHHIO C nepHOAOM HHTep- 
(J)epeHHHOHHbix nonoc. Bo BpeMa H3Mepemia pa3HHHbi onranecKoro nyTH nyjieBaa HHTep<|>epeHUHOH- 
Haa nojioca nycToro HHTep<J)epeHUHOHHoro nojia ycTaHaBJiHBaeTca Ha oAHy HHAHicaTopHyio jihhhio, a 
noTOM H3MeHaa AAHHy boahm CBeTa c A , n o X „ X , . . .  npwBOAHT noonepeAHo Ha BTopyio HHAHKa- 
TOpilVK) AHHHK) HHTep^CpeHUHOHHbie nOAOCbl BI.ICOKHX llopa.IKOR /» / - / » ,  />/,= ;>?, 4-1.  IV -
=  m, +  2 , . . .  . IloAHbiH HHTep<J)epeHUHOHHbiH nopaAOK CMHiaerca bxoahmm h oh aojdkch 6biTb no 
bo3MO»chocth BbicoKHM (HanpHMep 10 hah Bbnue). n o  3toh npHHHHe npenCTaBAen b pa6oTe mctoa 
Moamo OTHecTH k MeTOAaM Bucoxoro HHTep<|>epeHUHOHHoro nopaAKa c noBboueHHOH TOHHocTbio 
H3MepeHHa.


